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SPLITTING IN MAP GROUPS

LEWIS ROBERTSON AND THEODORE W.  WILCOX

Abstract. Every locally compact maximally almost periodic

group (7 has a normal vector subgroup, the centralizer of which is of

finite index. This vector subgroup is nontrivial whenever the identity

component of G is not compact. Furthermore, if G has relatively

compact conjugacy classes, then G^Rn x L where L has a compact

open normal subgroup. Several structure theorems are also obtained

for cases in which splitting need not occur.

Recall that a locally compact maximally almost periodic, [MAP],

group is one which has sufficiently many continuous finite-dimensional

unitary representations to separate points. The classical theorem upon

which this work is based is the following :

Theorem (Freudenthal-Weil). Let G be a connected locally compact

group. Then G is MAP if and only if G is a direct product of a vector group

and a compact group.

In §1, it is shown that a [MAP]-group G has a normal vector subgroup,

the centralizer of which has finite index in G. Furthermore, a general

splitting theorem of the Freudenthal-Weil type is proved. In §2, some

structural results are obtained for [MAP]-groups in which the vector

group need not split.

The following notation for certain classes of topological groups was

established in [2].

IN—the groups contain a compact neighborhood of e invariant under

the action of the inner automorphisms.

SIN—(read "small invariant neighborhoods") the groups have a basic

system at e of compact invariant neighborhoods.

FC—the groups have finite conjugacy classes.

[FC]á?—the groups are locally compact and have relatively compact

^-conjugacy classes, where J is a subgroup of the automorphism

group. That is, C7e[FCV¿ means {xeG'.'ißeaS, ßx=y}~ is compact for

each yeG.
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In general, the use of brackets in this notation indicates that the groups

considered are locally compact and a subscript indicates that the notion is

being modified relative to some subgroup of the topological automorphism

group.

Finally, we denote the group of topological automorphisms of G by

51(G) and the connected component of the identity of G by G0. If G is a

locally compact abelian group, then G is the character group of G. If

H<=G is a subgroup, then H1 = {xeó : x(h)=\, all heH} is the annihilator

of H in G. All groups considered will be Hausdorff.

1. Let G be a locally compact abelian group and let S be a subgroup

of 31(G). For each ßelß and ^eG, define ß*(x)=xaß~xe6. Let 93* =

{p°*:/?e23}, so that 23*<=iI(G) and, in fact, it is well known (compare

[3, Theorem 26.9]) that the map ß—-ß* is a topological isomorphism of 23

onto SB*. By F(G, 23*) we denote the set of characters % in G for which

{ß*X'-ß*e^ß*} is finite. We note that this is a slight change from the

notation of [8]. It is easy to see that F(G, 23*) is a subgroup of G. Further-

more, a subgroup £ of G separates points in G if and only if L is dense in

G. Thus the following formulation of [8, Theorem 1] is valid.

Proposition 1. Let H be a normal locally compact abelian subgroup of a

topological group G. Let 23 be the subgroup of the group of topological

automorphisms of H consisting of the restrictions to H of inner automorphisms

ofG. Then £(//, 23*) is a dense subgroup of H ifGeMAP.

The following theorem is a variant of a result which was previously

announced [7, Theorem 4]. We note that in Proposition 1 and Theorem 1,

it is not necessary to assume that G be locally compact.

Theorem 1. Let GeMAP and let H be a normal subgroup of G such that

H—R" X Tm where n and m are nonnegative integers. Then the centralizer,

CiH), of H has finite index in G.

Proof. We identify H with R"xZm so that, in the notation of Prop-

osition 1, £(//, 23*) is a dense subgroup of RnxZm. Each topological

automorphism ß* in 23* can be extended linearly to a continuous homo-

morphism /?* of Rn+m. Furthermore, since the rationals are dense in the

reals, each /?* is a linear operator on R"~m. Let 23* be the collection of

linear operators so obtained. Clearly the points of R"+m which are finitely

orbited by 23* form a dense subset of Rn+m and hence must contain a

basis. If x, is an element of this basis, then, since the set {/?**,• :ß*e23*} is

finite, there can onlv be finitely manyy'th columns in the matrix represen-

tations of the ß#. It follows that 23*, hence 23* and 23 are all finite. On the

other hand, the cardinality of 23 equals [G.CfH)]. That is, the centralizer

of H in G has finite index in G.
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We wish to prove that there are normal vector subgroups in locally

compact MAP groups and for this purpose we require the following:

Lemma 1. Let G be a locally compact abelian group which is the direct

product of an n-dimensional vector group N and a compact group C. Suppose

that {Ei'.iel} is a descending chain of closed subgroups such that £,/(£,-r»C)

is an n-dimensional vector group. Let E=C]{Ei:ieI}. Then £/(£nC) is an

n-dimensional vector group.

Proof. This lemma was first proved in [4, 9.3 Lemma, p. 34]. The

following is a shorter and simpler proof. Since G is the direct product of

Wand C, we have G=CJ-Arl, where C-^Rn and C- is open in G. Note that

C being compact implies that E^C/C^^^nC^Jt". It follows that

G=EiC. That is, EiLnC1={e} so that £¿Ln(C-L-{e})=0. Thus £-L=

(\JE.±)- does not meet the open set C-—{e}. Consequently, £-LnC-L={e}

and G=£C. Thus Rn^GIC=EC¡C^E¡(Er\C).

Theorem 2. Let Ge[MAP]. Then G contains a normal vector subgroup

V of dimension n. This n equals the dimension of the vector component of the

connected component of the identity of G.

Proof. Let H be the connected componentof the center of the connected

component of G. That is, G=> Ga^Z(G0)=> (Z(G0))0=H. Since H is a con-

nected locally compact abelian group, H=NC is the direct product of an

«-dimensional vector group N and a compact connected group C. Further-

more, it is easy to see that this n equals the n in the statement of the

theorem and that C is the unique maximal compact subgroup of H. Let

(£ be the collection of subgroups £ of H such that

1. £ is a closed normal subgroup of G and

2. EI(Et~\C) is an «-dimensional vector group.

We note that £ is nonempty since H is a characteristic subgroup of G

and consequently HetL. By Zorn's lemma and Lemma 1, there is a minimal

element £ in (£ where £= VA is a direct product of an «-dimensional

vector group V and a compact abelian group A. Furthermore, A is con-

nected for otherwise £0= VA0 would be a proper characteristic subgroup

of £ and the quotient of £0 by the subgroup A0=E0f~\C of compact

elements of £0 would be an «-dimensional vector group which would

contradict the minimality of £ in (£.

If A = {e}, we are done. Thus we assume that A is nontrivial and will

arrive at a contradiction. Since GsfMAP], there is a representation IT of

G, that is, a continuous homomorphism \T:G-+U where U is a (unitary)

Lie group, such that Tl(A)^{I}. Let K=A Piker II. Then K is a normal

subgroup of G since A is a characteristic subgroup of the normal subgroup

£. Furthermore, A¡Kg^íl(A) is a connected compact abelian Lie group;
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that is, A¡K^Tm for some positive integer m. It follows that E\K is a

normal subgroup of G\K and that E/K^R" x Tm. Since Ge[MAP] and K

is compact, we have G//fe[MAP]. (See [5, Proposition 1].) By Theorem 1,

the centralizer of E\K has finite index in G\K. Thus the group of auto-

morphisms of E\K which are the restrictions to E\K of inner auto-

morphisms of G\K is finite. By [1, Lemma 1] or [4, Theorem X] there is a

closed subgroup WjK of E/K with W/K^R" which is invariant under the

action of this finite group of automorphisms. It follows that Wisa proper

subgroup of £, H^is a normal subgroup of G, and K= W(~\C. Thus We<L

which contradicts the choice of £.

Theorem 3. Let Ge[MAP]n[FC]-. Then Ge[SIN]. Furthermore,

G^ VxH where Vis a vector group, He[FC]~n[MAP], and H contains a

compact open normal subgroup K.

Proof. Let P be the set of those elements of G which are contained in

compact normal subgroups of G. By the structure theorem for [FC]_-

groups [2, Theorem 3.16], we know that P is a closed normal subgroup of

G and that G/P is a direct product of a vector group and a discrete group D.

Let V be the normal vector subgroup of G obtained in Theorem 2. Since

the connected component of the identity in G is a direct product of V with

a compact group, it follows that the connected component, (G/P)0, of

G/P is VPjP. Thus we have the following composition of maps

G II*. G¡P = VP\P x D -Ü2> VP\P JL+ V

where cp is a topological isomorphism, <p(vP)—v for veV. Clearly the above

composition isa continuous projection of G onto V so that G^VxH.

It is known that every [FC]- group has an invariant neighborhood. (For

a proof see Corollary 2.2 of Dual spaces of locally compact groups with

precompact conjugacy classes by J. Liukkonen which will soon appear in

Trans. Amer. Math. Soc.) That is, Ge[IN]. Since [MAP] n[IN] c [SIN]

(see [4, Proposition 12.2]), G has small invariant neighborhoods and it

follows that //contains a compact open normal subgroup K.

2. The material in this section is motivated by the following example.

Let G be the group of all matrices

l\    n    x\

10    1    m\,       n, m eZ, x e R

\0   0    1/

and let H be the copy of the real line in G consisting of the above matrices

when n=m=0. Then G is a compactly generated [MAP] group (thus also
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in [SIN]), H is the connected component, the center and the commutator

subgroup of G, and G/H^ZxZ but H does not split in G. This is essentially

Example 11.10 of [4]. We ask about the extent that this example is typical

of the situation when splitting does not occur.

The following theorem is a modification of [2, Proposition 4.5].

Theorem 4. Let G be a compactly generated group in [MAP]. Assume

that G¡G0 is in [FC]~. Then G contains an open normal subgroup H such that

(1) H= VK is a semidirect product of a vector group V normal in G and

a compact group K and

(2) G¡Hg^Zn for some nonnegative integer «.

Proof. We recall that a compactly generated [MAP] group is in

[SIN] [4, Proposition 12.2 (iv)]. Since Ge[MAP]n[SIN], by Theorem 2,

G contains a normal vector group V and an open normal subgroup N such

that N¡Vis compact. By Iwasawa's theorem (see e.g., [4, Proposition 7.6])

N= VC is a semidirect product of V with a compact group C. Then G* =

G¡N is a finitely generated (discrete) FC group. By [6, Theorem 5.1] the

commutator subgroup of G* is finite so that G* contains a finite normal

subgroup £* such that G*/F*=^Zn. Let tt;G—G¡N=G* be the natural

projection and let H=tt~x(F*). Since HjN^F* is finite (compact) and

NjV is compact, H\V is compact. By Iwasawa's theorem again, we have

H— VK is a semidirect product with K compact. This concludes the proof.

We should note that by [2, Proposition 4.10] the above hypotheses

imply that G¡G0 is in [MAP].

Corollary 1. Let G be a compactly generated group in [MAP].

Assume that G¡G0 is abelian. Then G contains an open normal subgroup H

such that

(1) H=VK is a direct product of a vector group V normal in G and a

compact group K and

(2) GjH is a finitely generated abelian group.

Proof. Except for the statement that V is normal in G, this is an

obvious consequence of the characterization of [SIN] groups [2, Theorem

2.13]. The full statement is obtained from Theorem 4 as follows. Let Hx=

VKx be the subgroup guaranteed by Theorem 4. By Theorem 1, for

example, A\ contains an open normal subgroup K of finite index such that

H= VK is a direct product. Since H contains G0 and GIG0 is abelian, H is

normal in G. Clearly G\H is both finitely generated and abelian.

Corollary 2. Let G be a compactly generated group in [MAP]. Let

V be the normal vector subgroup of G whose existence is guaranteed by

Theorem 2 and assume that G\V is abelian. Then G=LK is a semidirect
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product of a compact iabelian) group K with a normal subgroup L containing

V such that LjV^Z" for some nonnegative integer n.

Proof. Since G\V is a compactly generated abelian group with no

vector component, G\V=(L\V)(F\V) is a direct product with L¡V^.Z"

for some n and F\V compact. Furthermore by Iwasawa's theorem £=

VK is a semidirect product of V with a compact group A'. We wish to

show that A' splits in G. A projection of G onto K is given by the following

composition:

G ^i> G\V = (L\V)iF\V) .IH> F\V= (VK)\V JL+ Kj(K C\ V) = K.

Here ttx and it% are natural projections and, since K is compact, the

natural isomorphism ç is also a homeomorphism [3, Theorem 5.33].

Thus if keK, we have <fTr.,Trl(k) = cpTT.2(kV) = cp(kV)=k. By [4, Theorem 1,

p. 8] it follows that G is a semidirect product of L with K.
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